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кошики

Ви повинні увійти в систему, щоб мати доступ до кошика
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: workers are cleaning the sand of the beach, Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: worker is painting the catwalk to the beaches, Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: worker teams are preparing the beaches to hosting tourists, Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: worker teams are preparing the beaches to hosting tourists, Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: some bathing hut along beachside before being mounted, Arenzano (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: workers are building a covered restaurant along beachside, Arenzano (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: workers are building a covered restaurant along beachside, Arenzano (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: workers are building a covered restaurant along beachside, Arenzano (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: workers are building a covered restaurant along beachside, Arenzano (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: some bathing hut along beachside before being mounted, Arenzano (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: some bathing hut along beachside before being mounted, Arenzano (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: some bathing hut along beachside before being mounted, Arenzano (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: workers are restoring the bathing huts along beachside, Cogoleto (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: a young woman with her kid are realaxing along the beachside , Cogoleto (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: workers are restoring the bathing huts along beachside, Cogoleto (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: workers are restoring the bathing huts along beachside, Cogoleto (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: workers are restoring the bathing huts along beachside, Cogoleto (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: bathing huts along beachside, Cogoleto (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: workers are restoring the bathing huts along beachside, Cogoleto (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: workers are restoring the bathing huts along beachside, Cogoleto (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: workers are restoring the bathing huts along beachside, Cogoleto (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: workers are restoring the bathing huts along beachside, Cogoleto (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: bathing huts along beachside, Cogoleto (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: bathing huts along beachside, Cogoleto (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: straw beach-umbrellas along beachside, Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: straw beach-umbrellas along beachside, Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: straw beach-umbrellas along beachside, Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: straw beach-umbrellas along beachside, Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: straw beach-umbrellas along beachside, Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: straw beach-umbrellas along beachside, Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: straw beach-umbrellas along beachside, Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: straw beach-umbrellas along beachside, Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: worker teams are preparing the beaches to hosting tourists, Capo Noli (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: worker teams are preparing the beaches to hosting tourists, Capo Noli (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: worker teams are preparing the beaches to hosting tourists, Capo Noli (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: a couple is taking a sun bath, Capo Noli (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: worker teams are preparing the beaches to hosting tourists, Capo Noli (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: view of Capo Noli beachside (Ligurian Riviera Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: worker teams are preparing the beaches to hosting tourists, Capo Noli (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: worker teams are preparing the beaches to hosting tourists, Capo Noli (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: , Varazze (Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: , Varazze (Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: beach promenade, Celle Ligure (Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: last touch up before reopening a beach resort in Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: last touch up before reopening a beach resort in Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: last touch up before reopening a beach resort in Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: last touch up before reopening a beach resort in Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: last touch up before reopening a beach resort in Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: last touch up before reopening a beach resort in Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: last touch up before reopening a beach resort in Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: last touch up before reopening a beach resort in Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: last touch up before reopening a beach resort in Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: last touch up before reopening a beach resort in Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: last touch up before reopening a beach resort in Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: worker teams are preparing the beaches to hosting tourists, Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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After the end of the quarantine to stopping contamination of Covid-18 in Italy the fase 2 has been began, since may 18 also beach resorts restart, but so many restrictive rules must be observed, regarding security distance: 3.1 mt between a sun-umbrella and the next one, walk lane 1.2 mt wide. In the photo: beachside ready to hosting tourists, Varazze (Ligurian Riviera - Italy) on May 18, 2020. Photo by Marco Piovanotto/ABACAPRESS.COM
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